not found significant right temporal activation for envibutton press on hearing the beep at the end of each sequence. Therefore, in this experiment, both low-level ronmental sounds. However, verbal and nonverbal stimuli have not yet been compared during tasks requiring perceptual processes and high-level semantic analysis were controlled. Consequently, the contrasts between explicit semantic analysis equated for both types of stimuli. Engaging the participants in parallel tasks may words and sounds were expected to reveal an intermediary stage in the processing of meaning interfacing bebe necessary to insure the full comparability of verbal and nonverbal comprehension. tween low-level acoustic processing and high-level semantic analysis. In the light of neuropsychological In this study, we sought to (1) control for global acoustic differences between verbal (spoken words) and noncases, we expected to observe a left/right dissociation in superior temporal activations, posterior and/or anteverbal (environmental sounds) sources (such as average frequency and amplitude), (2) match words and environrior to the areas involved in low-level acoustic processing. mental sounds in meaning, and (3) engage subjects in semantic tasks that were equivalent for words and environmental sounds. To test whether any differences obResults and Discussion tained across stimuli could be due to differences in attentional/short-memory requirements, we used two Participants' behavioral data recorded during scanning indicated that performance on words and sounds were semantic tasks of different difficulty: an easy categorization task and a difficult sequence interpretation task identical (Figure 2 ): there was no difference in reaction times (RTs) or hits between words and sounds in either (Figure 1 ). For the categorization task, participants were asked to deal with the stimuli one-by-one and indicate task. As expected, the sequence task was the most difficult (equally for words and sounds) although it was whether a reference to an animal was present or not in the auditory sequence by making button presses (aninot impossible (responses were significantly above chance). The categorization task was easier than semal/no animal) after hearing a beep cue. For the sequence interpretation task, subjects were explicitly quence interpretation, and the baseline task was the easiest. On the basis of these behavioral results, we can required to put stimuli in relation to one another within a series and decide whether the corresponding events be confident that differences between stimulus types are not due to differences in task difficulty. Furthermore, could be considered as logically ordered or not. Finally, baseline conditions for both words and sounds were the sequence task, which required holding semantic attributes of different items in working memory and proincluded to control for most low-level acoustic differences in the perceptual processing of the two sources.
cessing every single stimulus in a sequence before a decision could be made, was more demanding in terms In each baseline, digitally scrambled environmental sounds or words were presented and subjects made a of attentional resources and short-term memory. In addition, semantic decisions increased activation in where the t value for each of two or more contrasts left temporal and ventral frontal regions for both words and sounds and in the left cerebellum for words only. exceeds "the minimal t value." Figure 4 shows the effect sizes in the right posterior We also investigated the task by stimulus interaction temporal area for (1) listening to sounds, (2) naming to determine how the above effects were modulated by sounds, (3) categorization on sounds, (4) sequence intertask difficulty. pretation on sounds; and the corresponding effects with We found (Table 1; Figure 3A ) that words relative to words. The advantage for sounds was present for both sounds increased activation in left anterior and posterior semantic categorization and sequence interpretation superior temporal areas and sounds relative to words but absent (and in the opposite direction) for listening and naming. This observation is not consistent with the increased activation in the right posterior superior tem- for naming sounds as well as for semantic categorization/sequence interpretation, sound naming only reperceptual processing of music (i.e., superior spectral resolution in the right superior transverse sulcus as comquires access to a single semantic concept, whereas the semantic decision tasks require additional semantic pared to superior temporal resolution in the left auditory cortex). Furthermore, as the sound advantage was cominformation and analysis. For example, when deciding whether a sound refers to an animal, one might access parable in both categorization and sequence interpretation, the right superior temporal activation does not apthe concept (e.g., cow), compare the cow concept to the concept of an animal, and decide if they are congruent. pear to be due to variations in attentional demands or demands on short term memory which were higher durInterestingly, one can argue that categorization (this is an animal) is achievable without retrieving the exact ing sequence interpretation than categorization (see above). The advantage for sounds in the right posterior source of the sound (this is a cow), but the four animal sounds used in the experiment where highly recognizable (cow, dog, cockerel, and mosquito) and strongly primed by the target category. In the sequence interpretation task, on the other hand, it is necessary to access the semantic concept associated with each sound and, in addition, access the semantic representation (e.g., drinking champagne) that is indicated by the whole sound series (sometimes referred to as compositional semantics). Previous imaging studies have demonstrated that left anterior temporal areas are activated during semantic analysis (Mummery et al., 1998; Vandenberghe et al., 1996), but not during naming (Martin et al., 1996) . Our results indicate that, in addition to the distributed semantic system that is common to sounds and words, there are left hemisphere areas that are more involved in semantic processing triggered by verbal stimuli and right hemisphere areas that are more involved in semantic analysis elicited by environmental sounds. However, because the effects were not modulated by task difficulty, the exact level of processing at which we observe 
